
of states that become fully bound by their
provisions. The possibility of establishing
such zones in various parts of the world
has been the subject of numerous United
Nations resolutions in recent years. Yet,
apart from the Antarctic, Latin America
is the only area of the world that has been
established as a nuclear-weapon-free zone
by treaty - and that treaty is still not in
force for some important countries of the
region. Moreover, its protocols have yet
to be adopted by all the states to which
they were designed to apply.

Necessary support
The value of any specific nuclear-weapon-
free-zone proposal or arrangement de-
pends, however, on whether it has, or
is. likely to have, the support of most
countries of the area concerned, including
the major military powers of the region.
It also depends on a nuclear definition
of the geographic area covered, and assur-
ance that no additional military advantage
is conferred on any state or group of states.
There must also be provision for ensuring
full compliance with the commitments
involved and forswearing the independent
acquisition of nuclear-explosive capability.
Supplementary arrangements applicable
to states outside the region must be
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realistic and consistent with
recognized principles of internation,;,

These - are only some of., the
pressing problems of arms control. L p,
are others. The mammoth proportied sh
the international arms trade continu'
devour vast resources urgently needNduc
productive economic and social pur^7iet
throughout the world. Concerted huig
tional action is urgently required ^sü
both suppliers and recipients to cheC' th
growth in the arms trade. Progresdepe
been slow in the MBFR negotiallR'
which are now about to enter their ±,s ]E
year with 'little measurable achievorst
yet in sight. There is a glimmer of rd-F
for atreaty to prohibit chemical wea!Uea
but difficult verification problems r^,leas
to be overcome. No more time

lost in seeking solutions to these proh19 t

As the Canadian Secretary of Staf^ ,efï
External Affairs said in the UN Ge
Assembly on September 29, 197F^ o
states must re-examine their tradi^d
assumptions, take adequate accoui;^n;
the security concerns of others and^r.e
all opportunities for concrete action.Irnüri
is the spirit that must guide states i ack
special session of the UN on disarrnav ivl
that is expected to take place in 1978.[ogi^

The achievement of parity
in the strategic balance
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In today's strategic environment, the
U.S.S.R. has reached something akin to
parity with the U.S.A. Through the early
1960s, Moscow had concentrated on secur-
ing the survival of its as yet limited strate-
gic potential: it built reinforced silos,
experimented with mobile missiles and
with ballistic-missile defence (BMD),
began to move a portion of its missile force
to sea, and, finally, succeeded in greatly
improving its command and control sys-
tems. By the mid 1960s, the Soviet Union
might be said for the first time to have
acquired a secure "second-strike" force
deterrent. It then proceeded through the
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bo y
late Sixties and early Seventies v,: th
quantitative building priority aimEist
matching the larger panoply of theér
strategic arsenal, with its resultingcûr
ibility of options. wë

The program initiated in 1961 to[vid
a strategic navy with a global reacliz
ceeded apace. By 1970, emerging ica
bilities were demonstrated in the fir,' j
ordinated world-wide exercise "fliÉain
By the mid-1970s, one saw the initi^F.b
ployment of the 4,000 to 5,000-mile ill
SLBMs, submarine-launched missile>E^ ré:
could be fired from coastal waters `tail
from the (in any case marginal) j


